Abstract-The main goal of the NA62 experiment at CERN is to measure the branching ratio of the ultra-rare K + → π + νν decay with 10% accuracy. NA62 will use a 750 MHz high-energy un-separated charged hadron beam, with kaons corresponding to ∼ 6% of the beam, and a kaon decay-in-flight technique. The positive identification of kaons is performed with a differential Cherenkov detector (CEDAR), filled with Nitrogen gas and placed in the incoming beam. To stand the kaon rate (45 MHz average) and meet the performances required in NA62, the Cherenkov detector has been upgraded (KTAG) with new photon detectors, readout, mechanics and cooling systems. The KTAG provides a fast identification of kaons with an efficiency of at least 95% and precise time information with a resolution below 100 ps. A half-equipped KTAG detector has been commissioned during a technical run at CERN in 2012, while the fully equipped detector, its readout and front-end have been commissioned during a pilot run at CERN in October 2014. The measured time resolution and efficiency are within the required performances.
I. INTRODUCTION

T HE K
+ → π + νν decay is a Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) process particularly interesting to study the physics of flavour: in the Standard Model (SM) the decay is forbidden at tree level and highly CKM-suppressed; its amplitude is dominated by short-distance dynamics and the rate can be computed with extremely high precision. These properties make the K + → π + νν decay very sensitive to New Physics (NP) and studies have shown how the combined measurements of the branching ratios BR(K + → π + νν) and BR(K L → π 0 νν) can discriminate among several NP scenarios, including extensions with tree-level FCNC mediated by heavy gauge boson Z , with sensitivity to M (Z ) beyond LHC [1] . The SM expectation is BR(K + → π + νν) = (7.81 ± 0.75 ± 0.29) × 10 −11 [2] . The current experimental measurement, BR(K + → π + νν) = 1.73
+1.15 −1.05 × 10 −10 [3] , is based on 7 candidates observed by the E787/E949 experiments at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). High uncertainty of the experimental result motivates a new measurement of the branching ratio with an improved precision.
II. THE NA62 EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY
The main goal of the NA62 experiment at CERN SuperProton-Synchroton (SPS) [4] is to measure BR(K + → π + νν) at 10% precision. This will be achieved by detecting about 100 K + → π + νν decays with a ratio signal/background ∼ 10 in 2-3 years of data taking starting in 2015. Considering the SM rate of the K + → π + νν decay, the measurement strategy foresees a high-intensity kaon flux (∼ 10 13 K + decays in the fiducial volume) and a 10% detector acceptance. The final precision is reached by keeping the total systematic uncertainty and backgrounds below a certain level (10%). This will be obtained with a background rejection performed at a level of 10 12 with detector redundancy in order to ensure a better control of the background. Unlike the experiments E787/E949, which used kaons at rest, the NA62 experiment will be using high-momentum 75 GeV/c K + decaying in flight. Kaons are produced by 400 GeV/c momentum protons delivered from the SPS accelerator and directed on a beryllium target. Due to the presence of two undetectable neutrinos in the final state, the K + → π + νν decay signature is given by one positive-charged track in the final state identified as a pion and matched to one positive-charged track in the beam, identified as a kaon, with no other particles detected. In the NA62 experiment, the most important background processes to K + → π + νν events are the main K + decay modes, with branching ratios up to 10 10 times greater than the one expected for the signal. In Tab. I these decay modes are reported, together with the techniques intended to reject them. In order to achieve a background rejection factor at a level of 10
12 , a precise measurement of the event kinematics, hermetic photon vetoes and particle identification are crucial for the success of the experiment.
Decay mode
Branching ratio (%) Background rejection The kinematics of the K + → π + νν decay is schematically sketched in Fig. 1 : the momentum of the incoming kaon P K , the momentum of the outgoing pion P π and the angle between the mother and the daughter particles θ πK are the only measurable quantities. The kinematics can be fully described by the squared missing mass variable m
2 , where P K is the kaon candidate 4-momentum and P π is the pion candidate 4-momentum. miss can be used to reject 92% of the backgrounds from the most frequent K + decay modes (first four channels in Tab. I). Two region with minimum background can be defined:
contribution but below the K → 3π threshold (see Fig. 2 ). Nevertheless, to guarantee the background rejection at the required level of 10 12 , kinematic constraints must be used in conjunction with PID and veto systems.
III. THE NA62 BEAM LINE AND DETECTOR
NA62 will use a high intensity particle beam with kaon decay-in-flight technique. A secondary unseparated hadron beam of central momentum 75 GeV/c is produced from SPS primary protons at 400 GeV/c directed on a beryllium target. [6] comprising the target, the beam line, the decay fiducial region and detectors is shown in Fig. 3 . The decay region is contained in a large vacuum cylindrical tank kept at 10 −6 mbar pressure. The beam is transported in vacuum through the downstream detectors with a thin-walled aluminium beam tube. After the production target the first detector on the NA62 beam line is the KTAG, which is used to identify the K + in the beam. The KTAG and the kaon identification in NA62 are the main topics of this contribution and are addressed in more details in the following sections. The next stage on the beam line is a beam tracking system composed by an achromatic corrector, made of four dipole magnets, and three stations of Si micro-pixel GigaTracKer (GTK) detectors. The GTK stations are placed in vacuum and are crossed by the full beam intensity (∼ 750 MHz). The GTK provides the momentum and direction measurements for all particles in the beam. A magnetic spectrometer, composed of four strawtube chambers (STRAW) and a large-aperture dipole magnet, is responsible for the detection and tracking of the charged decay products inside the vacuum tank. After the spectrometer, a Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) counter is used for the identification of pions from kaon decays and the separation π/μ, necessary to reject the K + → μ + ν μ decays, in the pion momentum range (15 -35) GeV/c. As a consequence of the selected pion momentum range, for kaon decays with K + at 75 GeV/c, the decay products, other than the accepted π + , will carry an energy of at least 40 GeV, which helps the background rejection. As an example, the probability that both photons from a 40 GeV π 0 decay are left undetected because of detector inefficiencies is below 10 −8 . The vacuum tank, the magnetic spectrometer and the RICH are interspaced by twelve stations of ring-shaped Large Angle photon Veto (LAV) detectors. The LAV is designed to reject the second main background due to K + → π + π 0 decays, followed by π 0 → γγ; together with the LKr electromagnetic calorimeter, which is inherited from the NA48 experiment [7] , it covers the angular region of photon emission up to 50 mrad. In the forward region the detection of photons is rendered hermetic by means of an Intermediate Ring Calorimeter (IRC) and a Small-Angle Calorimeter (SAC). The LAV, LKr, IRC and SAC detectors compose the photon veto system. The muon veto system (MUV) provides a factor of 10 5 rejection of muons from the most frequent kaon decay:
The MUV is composed of three sub-detectors, called MUV1, MUV2, and MUV3. The first two modules follow directly the LKr calorimeter and work as hadronic calorimeters. The MUV3 detector, located after a 80 cm thick iron wall, is made of scintillator tiles. It serves as fast muon veto (σ T ∼ 1 ns). The intense flux needed in the NA62 experiment implies the design of high performance triggering and data acquisition systems, which minimise the dead time while maximising data collection reliability. The proposed solution is a combined trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) system, assembling trigger information from readout-ready digitized data. The trigger hierarchy is made of three logical levels: a hardware lowest-level (L0) trigger, based on the input from a few sub-detectors; a software intermediate-level (L1) trigger, based on information computed independently by each subdetector system; a software highest-level (L2) trigger, based on assembled and partially reconstructed events. The kaon rate (45 MHz average) results in about 10 MHz rate in the sub-detectors after the 65 m long decay region. L0 triggers will be used to reduce the rate from ∼10 MHz to ∼1 MHz, still preserving most of the decays of interest. Following this stage, most sub-detectors, KTAG included, will transfer data to dedicated PCs, where L1 and L2 triggers will be applied to reach a final rate of ∼10 kHz.
IV. THE KAON IDENTIFICATION IN NA62
The choice of a high momentum 75 GeV/c kaon beam implies the disadvantage of a secondary beam of mixed composition, where kaons cannot be efficiently separated in flight from the other beam components, mainly pions and protons. As a consequence, the beam intensity upstream the decay region is about 17 times higher that the effective kaon rate. In this environment accidental beam interactions can become critical background for the signal. More precisely, the pion component in the NA62 beam, about 70% of the total rate, can undergo scattering with the material upstream the decay region (GTK) or with atoms of the residual gas in the vacuum tank and induce a signature that can be mistaken for a K + → π + νν decay. Simulations have shown that to keep such background below one event per year two solutions are available: keeping the vacuum pressure at a level of 6 × 10 −8 mbar or using a kaon tagging detector. The first solution would help in reducing the beam particle scattering, although rather unfeasible, while the second solution would allow to relax the vacuum requirements by at least one order of magnitude. For this reason the positive identification of kaons, together with its time information, have become essential to reach the NA62 experimental goal. The kaon identification is achieved by means of a ChErenkov Differential counter with Achromatic Ring focus (CEDAR) placed in the incoming beam. CEDAR counters have been constructed and used at CERN since the early '80s for SPS secondary beam diagnostics [8] . The CEDAR is filled with nitrogen gas (0.03X 0 ), whose refractive index n is optimised, as a function of the pressure, for the kaon mass m K and the beam momentum (P K = 75 GeV/c). The NA62 experimental strategy requires the following conditions to be satisfied by the CEDAR detector:
• identification of kaons with efficiency of at least 95%;
• measurement of kaon crossing time with a resolution below 100 ps; • pion contamination below 10 −4 ;
• capability to perform at the nominal (average) kaon rate of 45 MHz; • capability to stand a radiation level of about 1 Gy/year. The original CEDAR photodetectors and read-out electronics are not capable of sustaining the expected kaon rate and coping with the above NA62 requirements. Therefore a new photodetection and read-out system, called Kaon TAGger (KTAG), has been developed to upgrade the CEDAR.
V. THE CEDAR DETECTOR Fig. 4 . Sketch of the CEDAR vessel and its internal optical system.
The CEDAR detector is a steel vessel of about 60 cm diameter and 5 m length. At the upstream end the vessel is closed by a 1 m-long nose, which is surrounded by eight quartz spherical windows, while the downstream end has a spherical head. The vessel is filled with nitrogen gas at room temperature and pressure variable from vacuum to 5 bar. The internal optical system is sketched in Fig. 4 , from the downstream end of the vessel there are: a Mangin mirror, a chromatic corrector, a mechanical diaphragm and eight condenser lenses. The Cherenkov light emitted by beam particles traversing the vessel is reflected back by the mirror and passes through the chromatic corrector and diaphragm onto the condenser lenses. The presence of a chromatic corrector stage is necessary to reduce the chromatic dispersion effect, which would otherwise dominate the width of the Cherenkov light rings. The CEDAR diaphragm is a mechanical aperture of radius R DIA = 100 mm and variable width w DIA = (0-20) mm; only the Cherenkov light rings passing through the diaphragm can be detected, this makes the detector sensitive to a fixed range of the Cherenkov angle θ c and well suited for tagging minority particles in a high rate beam. The pressure of the gas (thus the refractive index n) is tuned so that the detector is sensitive to the kaon mass in the 75 GeV/c momentum beam and the diaphragm width is adjusted to reject the light from pions. Simulations have shown that the optimal diaphragm width for applications in NA62 is w DIA = (1.5 ÷ 2) mm; this is sufficient to accommodate at least 99% of the Cherenkov light produced by kaons (neglecting non-gaussian tails) and is more than 3 standard deviations away from the pion peak [9] . The function of the condenser lenses located after the diaphragm is to steer the selected Cherenkov light in eight light spots matching the eight quartz windows surrounding the CEDAR nose. Cherenkov photons passing through the quartz windows exit the CEDAR vessel and enter the new photodetection and read-out system developed for the CEDAR upgrade in NA62: the KTAG. To sustain the expected kaon rate and NA62 requirements, a high-granularity configuration of single-photon counting photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) has been replaced to the original CEDAR photodetectors. Optimisation studies performed with a Geant4-based simulation of the CEDAR detector [10] , including all the modifications foreseen for application in NA62, have determined the working configuration of the KTAG Cherenkov light transport, collection and detection system. The studies aim to keep the kaon detection efficiency above 95% and the time resolution on kaon crossing time below 100 ps, while varying several parameters, such as the number of PMTs employed to collect the light from each quartz window. The mechanical design of the KTAG (half section) with the new optics and photodetectors are shown in Fig. 5 : a spider-shaped structure with eight arms (only four are shown) mounted at the upstream end of the CEDAR vessel, surrounding the nose and the eight quartz windows. The KTAG hosts several components:
VI. THE CEDAR UPGRADE FOR NA62
• eight focussing lenses mounted at the quartz windows of the vessel; • eight convex spherical mirrors installed on fixed supports on a cylinder bolted to the CEDAR nose; • eight arrays of 64 light collection cones, machined in eight aluminium spherical convex plates, called lightguides (LGs); • eight photodetection modules, called light-boxes (LBs);
• gas and cooling systems. The focussing lenses correct the divergence of the Cherenkov light exiting the quartz windows. The spherical mirrors are used to spread the Cherenkov light, thus reducing the photon rate per mm 2 . The light collection cones have been designed in order to maximise the light collection efficiency and reduce the dead areas. Each LB is a mechanical enclosure housing the light-guide, up to 64 PMTs, the front-end electronics, a heat sink and the HV distribution board. In the KTAG the Cherenkov light exiting the quartz windows is radially reflected off the eight spherical mirrors in a direction roughly orthogonal to the beam and is collected onto the eight LBs. The Geant-4 based simulation has showed that a configuration with 48 single-anode PMTs equipped for each LB allows to cope with the intensity of the NA62 beam and meet the performance requirements for operation in NA62. The distribution of Cherenkov light, as expected on LGs, is presented in Fig. 6 [11]: the blue dots represent the impact points of Cherenkov photons on LGs, while the white circles correspond to the active areas of PMTs; the shadowing around the white circles is due to light hitting mainly one side of the cones before being detected to the PMTs active areas.
VII. THE KTAG PHOTOMULTIPLIER TECHNOLOGY
The PMTs chosen for the KTAG design are based on metal package photomultipliers of the Hamamatsu R7400U and R9880U series [12] , 03 and 210 types respectively, optimised for single photon counting applications. Both PMT types were selected for their size (8 mm diameter active area) and compactness (16 mm x 12 mm cylindrical shape), time performances on single photon detection (300 ps time resolution on single photon detection), resistance to radiation, low dark count rate (few Hz), sensitivity to visible and near-UV wavelengths. Each KTAG LB is equipped with 16 R7400U-03 and 32 R9880U-210 Hamamatsu PMTs. The main differences between the two PMT types are the QE and the gain: R7400U-03 PMTs have a typical QE of 20% (peak value) and a 8-dynode electron multiplier system with a typical gain of 1×10 6 at V = 900V, while R9880-210 PMTs have a QE of 40% (peak value) and a 10-dynode electron multiplier system with a higher typical gain of 2 × 10 6 at V = 900 V.
VIII. THE KTAG READ-OUT SYSTEM Fig. 7 . KTAG front-end board with 8 NINO mezzanine chips; the board is screwed to the metallic lid of the LB.
To interface the PMTs with the read-out system in the KTAG a front-end based on NINO ASIC [13] (8-channels) mezzanine chips is used. The standard Hamamatsu PMT High Voltage (HV) divider is replaced with a customised printed circuit board with differential anode output to accommodate the differential input of NINO mezzanine chips. In each LB a front-end board, shown in Fig. 7 , housing eight NINO mezzanine chips is used to shape and discriminate the output signal from PMTs. Each NINO chip operates in Time-OverThreshold (TOT) mode with a threshold that can be set remotely. The NINO output signal is Low Voltage Differential Signal (LVDS) sent to a Time to Digital Converter (TDC) module, working in a trigger matching mode. A TDC module, shown in Fig. 8 , hosts four 32-channels High Performance Time to Digital Converter (HPTDC) chips [14] for precise time tagging of electronics signals. To compute and compensate the rising time differences for signals with different amplitudes (slewing corrections), both the leading and trailing edges of the LVDS output are recorded providing information on the width of the NINO output signal. To minimise the readout inefficiency at the expected rate due to groups of eight (consecutive) HPTDC channels sharing a first latency buffer [14] , an intermediate signal distribution stage is performed with the NINO output. The LVDS signals are distributed by passive splitter boards over non-consecutive HPTDC readout channels. The TDC boards are hosted by TEL62 motherboards, also shown in Fig 8, which are integrated trigger and data acquisition boards developed by the NA62 collaboration. The TEL62 board [15] is a major upgrade of a FPGA-based readout board inherited from LHCb readout system [16] . The board is a 9U-size VME board with a single crate connector for power, which can host up to four TDCs and an output quad-Gigabit ethernet connection; it is controlled by an onboard PC with fast ethernet connection. The main components of the TEL62 board are:
• 4 Altera Stratix III FPGAs with a 2 GB DDR2 memory buffer each, to handle data from the TDC boards; • 1 central Altera Stratix III FPGA, for triggers handling and data synchronisation; • a Quad GbE card with four 1 Gbit Ethernet channels and a commercial Credit-Card PC (CCPC).
IX. THE KTAG IN THE TECHNICAL RUN 2012
In 2012 NA62 had a first data taking with a partial setup. During this run a half-equipped KTAG was commissioned (see Fig. 9 ); only 4 octants out of eight had LBs in place and only 32 PMTs of Hamamatsu R7400U-03 type were installed inside each LB. The beam intensity was lower than the nominal one, thus the KTAG read-out system did not need to include any splitter board. The NINO chip thresholds were set to a standard value of 270 mV, which could not be changed during the data taking as the front-end was not ready for remote control. The first phase of the run, with a kaon rate of about 100 kHz, was dedicated to the KTAG commissioning. This included the synchronisation of the KTAG channels and the setting of the CEDAR working conditions (detector alignment and pressure scan [8] ). The detector alignment is a crucial requirement to maximise the particle identification performances. In order to perform properly the CEDAR optical axis must be aligned with the beam axis, so it is necessary to spend some time on the detector alignment. A pressure scan is performed in order to tune the CEDAR pressure to the value that maximises the kaon identification efficiency. For the KTAG commissioning the detector was aligned to the beam line, the diaphragm width was set to a nominal value of 2 mm and a pressure scan was performed successfully (see Fig. 10 ), although complicated by having only 4 instrumented octants [11] . The pressure scan shows a clear separation between the pion and the kaon peaks for the 4-fold coincidence condition; this validated the detector alignment and the chosen diaphragm aperture. After the KTAG commissioning, the beam intensity was increased of almost a factor of ∼ 10. With a kaon rate of about 1 MHz the KTAG was set to the working conditions found during the commissioning phase (w DIA = 2 mm, pressure of 1.74 bar and finetuned alignment). With a partial setup of NA62 it was possible to perform a basic physics selection of the K → π + π 0 decay (see Fig. 11 ). This provided a sample of kaons to be used for efficiency studies. The detector efficiency for the partially equipped KTAG has been measured, the extrapolation to the full-sized detector indicates that efficiencies above the NA62 requirement (95%) can be reached for the n-fold coincidence condition with n = 5 [11] . The kaon time resolution has been measured to be about 100 ps, which could be scaled to the final setup obtaining ∼ 70 ps. These results confirmed the photo-detection, front-end electronics and read-out systems thus leading to the completion of the KTAG detector according to the final design proposed to cope with the NA62 beam intensity.
X. THE KTAG IN THE PILOT RUN 2014
During 2014 the NA62 collaboration focused on the final installation of several components of the NA62 detector. In October 2014 NA62 had a pilot physics run for the commissioning of all sub-detectors and the global Trigger and Data AcQuisition (TDAQ) system. During this run the beam intensity was 5% of the nominal, the beam line and all sub-detectors described in Sec. III were in place: the Gigatracker, Straw spectrometer and MUV only partially equipped. The KTAG was in its final configuration and each component of the photodetection and read-out systems was successfully commissioned with a kaon rate of ∼ 2.5 MHz. The front-end remote control allowed to change the NINO chip thresholds, thus keeping under control the background associated to the measurement. The read-out splitter board, connecting the output of LBs to the TDCs mounted on TEL62 boards, allowed to test HPTDC and Tel62 board rate limitations during some brief higher intensity data takings. The KTAG tuning procedure, including detector alignment and pressure scan, was performed as during the 2012 Technical Run. A selection of π 0 s corresponding only to kaon decays, mainly K → π + π 0 , was performed in a similar way as during the 2012 Technical Run. This sample of kaons was used as a reference for efficiency studies. The KTAG efficiency measured during the 2014 Pilot Run as a function of the N-fold coincidence requirements is shown in Fig. 12 : the result confirmed the findings of the 2012 Technical Run, that is efficiencies above 95% can be reached for the n-fold coincidence condition with n = 5. In the KTAG the number of detected photons per kaon (see Fig. 13 ) is large enough to evaluate the time of the event by performing an average. The residuals with respect to the average can be considered a measurement of the time resolution of the individual PMT, while the global time resolution can be evaluated dividing by the square root of the number of hits. To achieve the best time performance two corrections exploiting time offsets (T0) and time slewing parameters must be applied. The latter relies on the width of the NINO output signal. Once these corrections are applied, the time resolution of the individual PMT can be estimated (see Fig. 14) . Using the kaon sample selected during the 2014 Pilot Run the PMT time resolution was found to be about 280 ps, corresponding to a KTAG global time resolution below 70 ps. This result is in agreement with the extrapolations performed with data from the 2012 Technical Run. 
XI. CONCLUSIONS
The NA62 detector installation has been completed in September 2014 and a two-month Pilot Run has been performed from October to December 2014. The main goal achieved during this run is the commissioning of the hardware and readout with particles at low intensity. The main NA62 data taking at the nominal intensity is expected in years 2015-2017, when the collection of about 100 SM signal events for the measurement of BR(K + → π + νν) at 10% precision is foreseen. The work conducted for the commissioning of the KTAG detector during the NA62 Technical Run (2012) and the NA62 Pilot Run (2014) has been reported, together with the study of the detector performances, accomplished with a dedicated analysis of the data. The kaon identification efficiency and the time resolution of the KTAG detector have been measured, using a purposely-selected kaon sample, and found to be within the detector performances required for application in NA62.
